Lisa Phipps (to All):

11:52 AM

General question (sorry if this has been hashed out in the past): where does climate change ﬁt into this? It seems that a recognition of climate change as a threat to
quality and quantity is warranted but it may located in a different place...
Alexandria Scott (to All):

11:54 AM

Hello Lisa,
WALTZ David (PRIVATE):

11:55 AM

is there a hand raise feature so we dont have to just break in?
Mark Saelens (to All):

11:59 AM

Taking a step back why are business and residents combined. These two groups are very different in how you might approach getting them to understand the
objectives and potential actions
Suzanne de Szoeke (to All):

12:05 PM

I have to go unfortunately. Thanks
Sam Chan (to All):

12:20 PM

Desalination is better listed in column three as a possible tool
Sam Chan (to All):

12:27 PM

Dear Colleagues. Very pleased to hear the discussions. Thanks for your thoughts. I kust log off to teach a class. Look forward to working with you. Happy and
Healthy new year. Sam
Lisa Gaines (PRIVATE):

12:39 PM

My audio is blinking on and off.
Lisa Gaines (PRIVATE):

12:42 PM

Should I give you remote control of my screen?
Jay MacPherson (to All):

12:47 PM

I need to go. Thank you to Lisa, Lisa, and all the attendees. I look forward to the next session.
Caylin Barter (to All):

12:50 PM

can you double-click between pages to collapse rows?
Caylin Barter (to All):

12:51 PM

thank you!!!
David Bayus (to All):

12:52 PM

I have to leave early. Thank you for putting all of this together in one document.
Janine Salwasser (PRIVATE):

12:54 PM

Can you put that last strategy in the chat, Lisa? Then Lisa G can see it and add it. She can't hear, but she can see chat
To All:

12:55 PM

Explore the regulatory mechanisms associated with drainage through land use and building codes to facilitate use of rain and gray wayter for property owners.
Janine Salwasser (PRIVATE):

12:56 PM

Go ahead and let me share my screen, and I can make the edits.
Harmony Burright - OR Water Resources Department (to All):

12:57 PM

Hi Cora!!!!!
Lisa Gaines (PRIVATE):

12:59
PM
/

GoTo keeps shutting off my connection then reconnecting me. Never had this happen before..
Nikki Hendricks (to All):

1:00 PM

Water runoff capture under certain methods and times of year will require permitting through OWRD.
Penelope Kaczmarek (to All):

1:01 PM

Thank you Lisa D. and Co.
Bill Montgomery (to All):

1:02 PM

Thanks. Good work!
dennis (to All):

1:03 PM

Thank you Lisa and team. Alexandria thanks,

/

